SHEETROCK® WALL AND CEILING TEXTURES
PROUDLY SOLD AT YOUR LOCAL KNEZ BUILDING MATERIALS SUPPLIER.
FEATURES
Knez Inc. carries several SHEETROCK® Brand Wall and Ceiling Textures. Available in an assortment of
formulations, there is guaranteed to be one to meet all of your wall and ceiling finishing and
texturing needs. They are ideal in applications over interior surfaces, such as plaster substrates,
concrete, and gypsum panels.
SHEETROCK textures provide lower shrinkage than joint compounds, which prevents cracking and a
delivers a more durable finish. On topping of providing an attractive visual appeal, the textures help
to conceal minor surface imperfections in walls and ceilings. They are formulated for quick and easy
application, with a white, hard finish that dries quickly enough for next-day decoration. It is strongly
suggested that these products be painted once dry; they cannot be washed if left unpainted.
The various formulations of the textures are: SHEETROCK Brand Ready-Mixed Wall and Ceiling Spray;
SHEETROCK Brand Multi-Purpose Wall and Ceiling Texture; SHEETROCK Brand Tuf-Tex™ Wall and
Ceiling Texture; SHEETROCK Brand Wall and Ceiling Spray Texture (Texture 12); and SHEETROCK
Brand Wall and Ceiling Spray Texture (Unaggregated).
SHEETROCK Brand Ready-Mixed Wall and Ceiling Spray Texture is designed above-grade, interior
surfaces. It is suitable for creating light texture patterns such as orange peel, spatter/knockdown,
and spatter designs.
SHEETROCK Brand Multi-Purpose Wall and Ceiling Texture is an unaggregated powder product that
can be mixed with water to achieve the desired texturing consistency. An economical choice, this
texture can yield a range of light to medium-light textures on drywall and other interior surfaces. It
suited for application by brush, roller, or spray and offers excellent coverage, concealing minor
surface imperfections. As it dries, it takes on a white, soft-tone finish.
SHEETROCK Brand Tuf-Tex Wall and Ceiling Texture is an unaggregated coating that mixes with water
for easy application. It is suitable for creating a variety of aesthetic textures, from bold
spatter/knockdown to light orange peel. It can also help conceal minor substrate imperfections. The
texture can be applied by brush, roller, or spray over interior wall and ceiling surfaces, and dries to a
white, hard surface.
SHEETROCK Brand Wall and Ceiling Spray Texture (Texture 12) is an aggregated powder formulation
that provides a sanded-like finish on gypsum panels. Mixing easily with water prior to application, the
product dries to a white finish that may be left unpainted on non-contact ceiling surfaces.
SHEETROCK Brand Wall and Ceiling Spray Texture (Unaggregated) is a powder formulation that mixes
with water prior to applications. Resulting in appealing texture finishes such as orange peel,
spatter/knockdown, and spatter, the product dries to a soft-tone, white, firm finish.
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LITERATURE
FAQS
Q: Why do drywall joints sometimes show through on walls and ceilings after final decorating?
A: One reason may be the addition of too much water to texturing material or paint. Over thinned
paint or texture material does not adequately hide the normal contrast between the joint and
gypsum panel paper. It is recommended before texturing and painting, that a prime coat of
SHEETROCK&reg; Brand First Coat or undiluted, interior flat latex paint with high solids content is
applied to the wall or ceiling surface.
Q: What is the shelf life of a texture product?
A: The shelf life of an unopened container is up to nine months from the date of manufacture under
protected storage conditions.

Contact Knez Inc. about ordering this product for your
next project.
(Phone: 503-620-6142)
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